Aims. Polarimetric characteristics of comets at large heliocentric distances is a relatively unexplored area; we extend the idea by adding and analysing the data for three Jupiter family comets (JFCs). Methods. With the FORS2 instrument of the ESO VLT, we performed quasi-simultaneous photometry and polarimetry of three active JFCs 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, 74P/Smirnova-Chernykh, and 152P/Helin-Lawrence. Results. We obtained in total 23 polarimetric measurements at different epochs, covering a phase-angle range ∼1
Introduction
The light scattered by dust particles is linearly polarised by a small amount depending on the properties of the scattering media. By studying the polarised light reflected by cometary dust we can obtain information on the size, shape, and optical properties of particles in the cometary comae (e.g. Zubko et al. 2015; Markkanen et al. 2015) The method we use to study, from Earth, the scattered light from a solar system body is via photometric and linear polarimetric measurements obtained at different phase angles (the phase angle is angle between the Sun, the target, and the observer). The way the photometric and polarimetric measurements change as a function of phase angle can help us to determine the properties of the scattering medium, be it from a solid surface like an asteroid or the ejected dust from a comet (e.g. Muinonen et al. 2012; Muinonen 2004; Jewitt 2004) . Comets are of particular interest as they are believed to be some of the most primitive objects in the solar system and can give us information about the conditions in the early solar system when they were formed.
Since comets have eccentric orbits, the observable phase angle range is between 0 -157
• . At phase angles < ∼ 20
• the linear Based on observations collected at the European Southern Observatory, Chile, under Programme IDs:089.C-0619 (PI=Tozzi), and 384. polarisation of cometary dust is usually negative. Negative polarisation means that the preferred direction of oscillation of the electric field vector is in the direction parallel to the scattering plane. This is in contrast to what is expected from the simple single Rayleigh scattering and Fresnel reflection model, which predicts polarisation perpendicular to the scattering plane. Additionally, at very small phase angles < ∼ 2
• there may be an intrinsic increase in brightness above the linear brightening with phase angle. Both these phenomena are consequences of the micro-structure of the scattering media.
Polarimetry has been used to classify active comets into two main categories: high and low polarisation comets . The distinction between these two categories occurs at phase angles beyond 40 degrees. At this point a fork in the polarimetric phase function occurs where dust-rich comets tend to show a much higher amount of linear polarisation and gas-rich comets tend to exhibit a low amount of linear polarisation. However it has been shown by Jockers et al. (2005) that the classification of comets by their polarisation needs to be considered very carefully as the size of the aperture used and the role of molecular emission in the observed wavelength can play a crucial role in the amount of polarisation measured.
At phase angle ranges < ∼ 20
• the bulk of observational data consists of well-sampled data for comets 1P/Halley and C/1995 O1 Hale-Bopp. From the database of comet aperture polarimetry (Kiselev et al. 2006 ) only comets 22P/Kopff (Myers 1985) , 47P/Ashbrook-Jackson (observations carried out by Jockers et al 1993, unpublished) , 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (Myers & Nordsieck 1984) and more recently by Hadamcik et al. (2010) , 81P/Wild 2 (Hadamcik & Levasseur-Regourd 2003) , and C/1990 K1 Levy (Renard et al. 1992; Rosenbush et al. 1994 ) have been observed within this phase angle range. In addition, low phase-angle measurements of the nucleus of comet 2P/Encke have been presented by Boehnhardt et al. (2008) . Furthermore, numerous polarimetric maps have been obtained for comets e.g. 1P/Halley (Eaton et al. 1988) , C/1995 O1 Hale-Bopp (Hadamcik et al. 1997; Furusho et al. 1999) , 22P/Kopff, and 81P/Wild 2 (Hadamcik & Levasseur-Regourd 2003) .
Almost all polarimetric observations of comets have been taken at heliocentric distances < 2 au when comets are more active, and hence brighter meaning they are much easier to observe. Beyond this heliocentric distance they become much harder to observe and it becomes difficult to investigate the properties of the dust. The exceptions to this are observations of comets C/1995 O1 Hale-Bopp at a heliocentric distance between 2.7 and 3.9 au (Manset & Bastien 2000) and 47P/AshbrookJackson at a distance of 2.3 au .
In this paper we present photometric and linear polarimetric observations of three Jupiter family comets (JFCs): 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (hereafter 67P), 74P/Smirnova-Chernykh (hereafter 74P), and 152P/Helin-Lawrence (hereafter 152P) at large heliocentric distances. Only 67P has been polarimetrically observed previously by Myers & Nordsieck (1984) and more recently by Hadamcik et al. (2010) . All three comets have been photometrically observed to varying extents. 67P has been observed and modelled by numerous authors in recent years as it is the target of the European Space Agency (ESA) Rosetta spacecraft. Photometry of 74P has been carried out by Lowry & Fitzsimmons (2001) and Lamy et al. (2011) . Lamy et al. (2011) observations were carried out with the Hubble Space Telescope as the comet was travelling outbound at a heliocentric distance of 3.56 au. From these measurements Lamy et al. (2011) were able to derive a nucleus radius of 2.25 ± 0.1 km, which exhibited an axis ratio a/b = 1.14 and a rotational period of 28 ± 6 hours. On the other hand, 152P has not been observed in as much detail; there is only one publication mentioning photometric observations (Lowry et al. 1999) . From these observations Lowry et al. (1999) were able to find an upper limit on the size of the nucleus of 3.3 ± 0.9 km assuming a standard albedo of 0.04. The rotational period for 152P is unconstrained.
Observations

Optical photometry and broadband polarimetry
The comets were observed in service mode in February -March 2010 for comet 67P and April-September 2012 for comets 74P and 152P using the FORS2 1 instrument installed on Unit Telescope 4 (UT4) of the ESO Very Large Telescope (VLT) (Appenzeller et al. 1998) . The visual UV FOcal Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph (FORS) is a multi-purpose instrument capable of imaging and spectroscopy, equipped with polarimetric optics that follow the design of Appenzeller (1967) .
The observations for comets 67P, 74P, and 152P consisted 1 http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments/fors/ of both quasi-simultaneous photometric and linear polarimetric measurements. The photometric observations for 67P consisted of two 60 s exposures in the R-Special filter (λ 0 = 655 nm, FWHM = 165 nm), whereas for 74P and 152P it consisted of four 60 s exposures, using both the R-Special and v-high filters (λ 0 = 557 nm, FWHM = 123.5 nm). Owing to the exposure time, differential autoguiding of the telescope at the apparent velocity of the objects was applied to the observations. Between each exposure a different offset was applied to the telescope to ensure that the image of the comet did not fall on the same pixels during each exposure. The photometric observations were immediately followed by the linear polarisation measurements using the R-Special filter only. In our initial set of polarimetric observations we obtained a series of frames with the half-wave plate set at eight different position angles 0 -157.5
• in steps of 22.5
• each with an exposure time of 380 s for 67P, 270 s for 74P, and 300 s for 152P. All of the comets' photocentres were found to be brighter than expected, and for 152P we eventually reduced the exposure time and increased the number of exposures to avoid saturation. 67P was observed at seven different epochs giving us access to a phase angle range of 2-15
• . 74P was photometrically observed at six different epochs and polarimetrically observed at eight different epochs giving us access to a phase angle range of 2-11
• . 152P was photometrically observed at six different epochs and polarimetrically observed at seven different epochs giving us access to a phase angle range of 3-15
• .
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Infrared integral field spectroscopy
In addition to the photometric and polarimetric observations of comets 74P and 152P we also obtained infrared spectroscopic observations using the integral field spectrometer, SINFONI, installed at UT4 of the VLT (Eisenhauer 2003; Bonnet et al. 2004 ). The spectra were obtained over the whole night of 28 June 2012 in visitor mode (see Table 1 for the observing log). For these observations we used the J and H+K grating corresponding to the wavelength range 1.1 -2.45 µm. We also chose the largest field of view of 8×8 arcseconds, which gave us a spatial resolution of 125×250mas per pixel. Adaptive optics were not used for these observations as it is not an option for a moving target. The science observations were carried out using a fixed offset template, that shifted between the sky and the comet in an ABBA pattern where A is the sky and B is the target position of the telescope. The exposure time used for both comets and the on-sky observations was 300 s. A total of 30 exposures were obtained for comet 152P, 16 in the J grating and 14 in the H+K grating. For comet 74P a total of 19 exposures were obtained, 12 with the J grating and 7 with the H+K grating. A number of telluric standard stars prescribed by the SINFONI calibration plan and our chosen solar analogue, Land (SA) 110-361, were observed using the same instrumental settings and at an airmass as close as possible to the comet's airmass to provide the necessary calibration.
Data analysis
FORS data pre-processing
The polarimetric and photometric images were reduced in a similar way. All images were bias-subtracted by removing a master bias image obtained from a series of five frames taken the morning after the observations. The science images were then flatfield corrected by dividing the images by a flat-field obtained from a series of five sky flat-fields taken during twilight. This process outlines the reduction steps that were applied to all the science images; we detail the different techniques used to analyse the data using this as the starting point.
FORS photometry
The comets displayed coma and dust tails in the images indicating recent or current activity; this activity made it impossible to distinguish between the signals from the coma and nuclei of the comets. We used an aperture of between 7 -13 pixels which covers a diameter of 10,000 km around the coma. This aperture included flux from most of the coma and some of the tail of the comet. The background sky was estimated using a detached annulus at a location close to the comet but free from contamination from the coma, tail, and background stars. In general, it is not possible to give accurate night-by-night values for the photometric zero point or extinction coefficients because photometric standard stars are not taken by default under the FORS calibration plan for polarimetric observations. Therefore, we used the nightly zero point and extinction coefficient available on the ESO quality control and data processing web page 2 . These were calculated using all the photometric standard stars observed over a period of about 28 nights centred at each night under consideration. We assigned an error of 0.05 mag to the magnitude measurements, which is consistent with the uncertainties of the zero points. The errors due to photon noise and background subtractions are negligible in comparison 2 http://www.eso.org/observing/dfo/quality/index_fors2.html with those of the zero points.
Finally the apparent magnitudes for different epochs were magnitude corrected for Sun and Earth distances of the comet using
where m is the apparent magnitude, r is the heliocentric distance, and ∆ is the geocentric distance. This corrected magnitude H allows us to investigate how the brightness of the comet changes independently of its distance from the observer while it is still dependent on the phase angle. We can also use the apparent magnitudes in the V and R filters to calculate a V-R colour magnitude for the comets. This allows us to see whether there are any fluctuations in the colour that would suggest a change in the dust particles emitted. In addition to colour fluctuations, we can use the flux from the comets to measure the relative dust production rate. This is done using the quantity A f ρ first defined by A' Hearn et al. (1984) ; A f ρ is a slightly aperture-dependent quantity roughly proportional to the dust production rate of a comet. It is typically measured in cm and is determined from the observations using
where A is the geometric albedo of the cometary dust grains, f is the filling factor (i.e. the percentage area covered by the dust), ρ the radius of the field of view used to measure the flux from the comet measured in cm, r is the heliocentric distance measured in au, ∆ is the geocentric distance measured in cm, F C is the flux measured from the comet, and F is the solar flux taken using the same filter as the flux measured for the comet. Since we are using a fixed aperture our value for ρ is 5 × 10 8 cm. The photometric results for comets 152P, 74P, and 67P are presented in Table 2 and the results will be discussed in Sect. 4.1.1, 4.2.1, and 4.3.1.
FORS intensity maps
FORS intensity maps are constructed by stacking all the photometric images taken using the same filter together. We can also use the polarimetric images to create intensity maps; however, owing to the limited field of view of a FORS polarimetric strip, it is usually better to use photometric images if available. Analysis of the coma and tail to search for structure was performed using a combination of numerical techniques and visual inspection. The first of these techniques was the Laplace filtering, which highlights regions of intensity change that can be used to search for localised activity such as jets (Boehnhardt & Birkle 1994) . The second technique is radial renormalisation which highlights deviations in the mean coma brightness (A'Hearn et al. 1986 ). The analysis of the structure of each comet is discussed in Sects. 4.1.2, 4.2.2, and 4.3.2.
Colour maps
Aperture photometry gives us information over a large portion of the active region of the comet. To inspect the colour of the coma and search for small-scale features such as jets in the coma we Article number, page 3 of 16 A&A proofs: manuscript no. comets5_final_3_corrections_astroph created V-R colour maps using the photometric frames analysed in Sects. 3 and 8. Here we give details on how these colour maps were obtained.
To reach the highest S/N, for each filter we combined all four photometric maps. We note that each image was obtained with a slightly different telescope offset. Owing to a residual secondorder flat-field effect present in all FORS images (a common feature in all focal reducer instruments; (Moehler et al. 2010) ), the background spatial behaviour is more regular on each individual image than in the combined image. Therefore, we preferred performing background subtraction on each individual frame prior to image stacking rather than removing the background from the combined image.
To remove the background sky from the photometric images we created a 'full resolution' background map using the Source Extractor 3 (SE) software. Not only does this background map estimate the background sky, but it also fits the second-order flatfield effect. We prefer this method of background removal over a simple offset annulus estimation as the annulus only gives an estimation on a very localised spot on the CCD, and the colour map will extend for a much larger distance. The background maps were carefully checked to ensure they contained no contribution from the coma and tail of the comets and then they were simply subtracted from the photometric images. The comet in each photometric image was then shifted to the same position using the photometric centre of the comet. This was done with both the v-high and R-Special which gave us four R-Special and four v-high images all centred on the same location. At this point we carefully checked that both the V-high and R-Special images had similar seeing conditions so as not create artificial structures in the coma. Once this check was made we simply added each set of images together and converted each pixel into an apparent magnitude. Then the V and R magnitude images were subtracted from each other to create the final V-R colour maps which are discussed in Sects. 4.1.3 and 4.2.3.
Polarimetry
Linear polarimetric images were typically taken after the photometric images. These polarimetric images are the same as the photometric ones except that a retarder wave plate and Wollaston prism are introduced into the optical path, and the light beam is split into two components. Beam overlapping is avoided by introducing a Wollaston mask consisting of nine 22 strips. The resulting image consists of nine pairs of 22 strips.
To calculate Stokes Q and U from these images we employed the beam swapping technique which significantly reduces the impact of instrumental polarisation (Bagnulo et al. 2009 ). Reduced Stokes parameters P X (where X=Q or X=U) are obtained using
where f is the flux in the parallel beam, f ⊥ the flux in the perpendicular beam, N the number of pairs of exposures, and α j denotes the position angle of the retarder waveplate. For α = 0 • , 90
• , 180
• , and 270
• Eq. (3) gives P Q ; for α = 22.5
• , 112.5
• , 202.5
• , 295.5
• Eq. (3) gives P U . Normally during the observations the vertical direction of the 3 http://www.astromatic.net/software/sextractor instrument field of view is aligned with the north celestial meridian. We thus transform the Stokes parameters into a reference system whose reference direction is perpendicular to the scattering plane, using
where ϕ is the angle between the direction object-north pole and the object Sun direction (Bagnulo et al. 2006) . In a system composed of randomly oriented particles P U should be zero for symmetry reasons. However, if the particles are aligned along a certain direction, P U could deviate from zero by a small amount. Otherwise, the consistency of P U with zero should be used as a good quality check.
Aperture polarimetry
Aperture polarimetry is carried out in a similar way to that described in Sect 3.2. The f and f ⊥ from Eq.(3) are measured from the polarimetric FORS images by using aperture photometry. As mentioned in Sect. 3.2, the background sky level was estimated using an offset annulus that was close to the comet but far enough away so that influence from the coma, tail, and background stars was at a minimum. The size of the aperture chosen to measure the flux on a given night was based on the error on the measured P Q and P U , and if the values of P Q and P U were not varying with size of aperture used (Bagnulo et al. 2011 ). The polarimetric results for comets 67P, 74P, and 152P are discussed in Sect. 4.4.
Polarimetric map
Any change in polarimetric characteristics would be due to changes in characteristics of the scattering medium, in our case, in size or composition of the dust particles in the coma. These polarimetric changes can then be compared to the V-R colour maps where variations are also related to variations in size or composition of the dust particles.
Creating the polarimetric maps is a much more laborious task than creating the colour maps of Sect. 3.4; we cannot easily remove the background sky from an entire polarimetric FORS image because the background sky is polarised causing a discontinuity of the flux counts in the parallel and perpendicular beam. The SE interpolation algorithm cannot create an accurate estimation of the background sky owing to this striped nature. Depending on the settings used, the interpolation will either contain an averaged out flux count from both strips or will create a transition area where the background flux gradually changes from one extreme to another. Even if we separate the strips into parallel and perpendicular strips the SE interpolation algorithm has trouble creating a background map without containing a contribution from the coma. Hence we have used an offset annulus to calculate the background sky. This annulus should ideally be placed at a pixel location that is free of coma contribution. However FORS suffers from instrumental errors the further you travel from the centre to the edge of the CCD due to a stressed element in the optical train. For this reason the annulus was placed in a location that minimised the instrumental effects and the contribution Article number, page 4 of 16 of the coma. The location of the annulus varied from epoch to epoch due to changes in the extent of the coma. Ideally, we only need the strips in which the target appears; however, we use all the strips to see if the coma extends beyond the strip in which the comet primarily resides. Once the background sky has been removed from these strips, we use Eq.(3) and (4) to create P Q and P U maps for each comet. The disadvantage of this method is that in order to utilise all frames obtained at each retarder wave plate position we have to remove the background sky 16 times.
If we assume that we incur a small error each time we create a background estimate, many of these small errors could become significant to the accuracy of our results. A better method is to combine the images using Eq.(3) and remove the background sky at the end. This is outlined in the equation
where P tot X is the total Stokes parameter without any background sky subtraction, I tot X the total flux counts of the images used to calculate the Stokes parameter, P sky X the background estimate of P tot X , and I sky X the background estimate of I tot X . This method is numerically the same as Eq. (3), but here we only have to create 2 background maps instead of 16 as was done previously, hence the error is reduced.
In the case of comet 74P we applied a 3 × 3 boxcar to our original flux images to increase the S/N of the polarimetric maps. The spatial resolution for 152P is 1668 km per arcsecond (417 km per pixel) and 2640 km per arcsecond (660 km per pixel) for 74P. We present the polarisation maps of comets 152P and 74P in Sects. 4.1.4 and 4.2.4. We note that we examined the other strips above and below the target and found no evidence of the coma or tail so we only show the strips containing the photometric centre of the comets.
IR spectrophotometry
The infrared spectra obtained by the SINFONI instrument were reduced using the ESO SINFONI reduction pipeline (version 2.3.2), with all the relevant calibration files provided by ESO. The pipeline was also used to extract all the spectra from the data cubes using a six-pixel aperture centred around the approximate photometric centre of the comet.
The individual spectra extracted in the J-and H+K-bands were corrected for the exposure time and combined performing a resistant mean with a threshold of 2.5 σ. The same data reduction steps were applied to the solar analogue spectra. The target spectrum was divided by that of the solar analogue Land (SA) 110-361 observed at similar airmass to correct for telluric lines and remove the Sun's contribution, obtaining in this way the comet relative reflectance spectrum. The latter was normalised to unity at 1.2 micron. Unfortunately, we do not have near-infrared photometric data to verify the adjustment of the separate spectra taken in the J and H+K wavelength bands. We therefore need to rely on our data processing. In Sect. 4.1.5 we present the relative reflectance spectrum of 152P only, since the signal-to-noise ratio of the comet 74P spectrum was too low to yield any useful information.
Results
The results of the photometry and polarimetry for the comets are listed in Table 2 . Section 4.1 is dedicated to the results of comet 152P, Sect. 4.2 to comet 74P, and Sect 4.3 to comet 67P. In Sects. 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 we present the results of aperture photometry, A f ρ, colour maps and polarimetric maps. In Sect. 4.4 we present the aperture polarimetry for 152P, 74P, and 67P. In Fig. 1 we plot the magnitude corrected for the Sun and Earth distances of comet 152P as a function of phase angle. If we ignore the v-high result on the night of 5 April 2012 and use a straight line fit, the extrapolated average brightness at zero phase angle are 12.79 ± 0.13 and 13.32 ± 0.12 in the R and V filters assuming no opposition surge. This results in an average V-R colour of 0.53± 0.18, which is equivalent to a spectral gradient of 18.03 %/100 nm. Lowry et al. (1999) photometrically observed 152P in the V and R filters and found that 152P had a very red colour of 0.77 ± 0.12 (47 %/100 nm) when the comet was at 4.6 au from the Sun. Within the error our results are consistent with both measurements.
Using Eq. (2), the flux extrapolated back to zero phase in the R-Special filter and the average r and ∆ distances to the comet yields an A f ρ value of 194.9 ± 22.0 cm. This compares to the value of 56.4 ± 3.6 cm measured by Lowry et al. (1999) , which suggests the comet exhibits less activity beyond 4 au.
Intensity maps
The intensity images for comet 152P are presented in Fig. 2 . Apart from slightly asymmetric coma extensions in the northern and north-western directions and from the main tail axis no distinct coma structure (jet, fan, or shell) was found in the processed images. Given the wide wavelength range of the R-Special and vhigh filters used, the coma and tail are mainly represent the dust distribution around the nucleus. Features that could be attributed to gas and plasma, for instance tail rays, are not seen in the images. Tail and May 2012 and appeared in two parts during the second half of July, one towards west-north-west and one towards the east.
Finson-Probstein calculations (Finson & Probstein 1968; Beisser & Drechsel 1992) (Table 3) for the dust distribution show that the dust tail is orientated westward during April and May 2012. The appearance of two dust tail features in the second half of July 2012 indicates that young dust grains, i.e. typically released less than 2 months before the observing epoch, project into the eastern sector between angles of 90 and 100
• , while much older dust, typically released more than 8 months before the observing date, is found in the west-north-western coma region. Dust produced by the nucleus between 2 and 8 months projects into the northern coma hemisphere (as seen from Earth) and creates the asymmetric appearance in the coma. Figure 3 shows the colour maps of comet 152P. The colour scale is centred about the solar reflectance colour of 0.35 for V-R. Any feature redder or bluer than this value appears in the figure as red or blue, respectively. We note the occurrence of some redblue "dipole" features, especially in the background. These are artefacts due to the presence of background stars that, owing to the differential tracking of the telescope, appear offset in the R and V images. The exceptions are the top two maps in Fig. 3 where the colour scale has been extended to accommodate their slightly redder colour compared to the other data; however, the colour scale is still centred about 0.35.
Colour maps
The colour maps created show little to no structure apart from the nights of 30 April, 21 and 23 May 2012. On 30 April 2012 the photometric centre of the comet is bluer than that 5 April 2012. This suggests either the comet was producing a redder material or larger particles on 5 April 2012 than on 30 April 2012 or was producing bluer material or particles of a smaller size on the 30 April 2012. On 21 May 2012 the average coma colour is ∼ 0.54; however, there is a small spot at the photometric centre with a colour of ∼0.43, and north-west of this there is a much redder feature with a colour of ∼0.63 (marked by a black arrow). This could be an indication of activity, jet or outburst, in the inner coma. Two days later on 23 May 2012 the average colour of the coma increased to ∼ 0.60, perhaps indicating the results of the activity noticed on 21 May 2012. On 23 May 2012 there is a feature north-west of the photometric centre of the coma as was the case on 21 May; however, the colour of this feature has changed to a value of ∼0.43 (marked with a black arrow), which could be due to particle movement and nucleus rotation. These features are not a simple case of image misalignment as this would result in the dipole feature seen in the background of all these colour maps which are due to stars moving Article number, page 7 of 16 A&A proofs: manuscript no. comets5_final_3_corrections_astroph . Relative reflectance spectrum of comet 152P (grey dots). For comparison, a synthetic spectrum of amorphous carbon (AC) grains (particle diameter of 5 µm, blue line) and the synthetic spectrum used to represent the Hartley 2 coma (solid red line) composed of 1 µm waterice grains and dust not in thermal equilibrium (Protopapa et al. 2014) .
in the background with respect to the comet. In addition, the images used to calculate these colour maps were carefully selected to ensure that they had very similar seeing conditions. After 23 May 2012 the coma continues to increase in colour to an average colour of ∼ 0.66, which is fairly uniform across the coma. Unfortunately the V and R images are taken under different seeing conditions making it impossible to see if there was any activity to cause the colour to drop to ∼ 0.54 in the coma.
Polarimetric maps
The polarimetric maps for comet 152P are presented in Fig. 5 ; on the left side are the P Q maps and on the right side are the P U maps. On the night of April 2012 the background sky was highly polarised, which made getting an accurate background sky estimate difficult, as can be seen in the background features in the polarimetric maps. In spite of this difficulty, there are no unusual polarimetric values that coincide with the red colour seen in the colour maps in Fig. 3 . The polarimetric maps created for the nights of 21 and 23 May 2012 can be compared to the colour maps created in Fig.  3 to determine whether the same features are present. Figure 5 shows that on the night of 21 May 2012 the amount of polarisation becomes more negative ∼ −3% in the direction of the outburst seen in the colour map in Fig. 3 . In the P U map for the same night we see an increase in P U in the location of the outburst region of ∼ 0.5%. Again, this suggests that the outburst is composed of a different material or has a different morphology to the surrounding coma.
On 23 May 2012 there is a slight hint of structure in the coma in the P Q map for this night. In the north-western direction from the photometric centre there is a slightly more negative polarisation, ∼ −1.4%, compared to ∼ 0.7% in the south-eastern direction. This polarisation difference occurs in the same location as the colour feature seen in the colour maps of Fig. 3 .
In the last two maps in July as seen in Figure 4 shows the relative reflectance spectrum of comet 152P. The target spectrum presents a positive spectral slope of 13.51 ± 0.7 %/100 nm similar to the spectral slope from the V-R measurements. We looked for the presence of water ice absorption features at 1.5 and 2.0 µm, displayed by other JFC spectra such as that of Hartley 2 (A'Hearn 2011) and the outbursting comet P/2010 H2 (Vales) (Yang & Sarid 2010) . However, the 152P spectrum does not display clear water-ice absorptions and resembles, at first order, the spectrum of a dark and featureless refractory component (e.g. amorphous carbon, dashed blue line). The comparison of our spectral slope to other active comets is difficult as they are influenced by the presence of water ice. Water ice is blue in the near infrared spectrum which tends to make the spectral slope shallower.
SINFONI infrared spectra
Comet 74P/Smirnova-Chernykh
Aperture photometry
74P shows a constant solar V-R colour throughout all our observations. The only exception is the night of 21 June 2012, which was contaminated by two nearby saturated stars particularly when the R filter observations were carried out.
In Fig. 6 we plot the magnitude corrected for the Sun and Earth distances of comet 74P as a function of phase angle. If we ignore the result on the night of 21 June 2012 and use a straight line fit, the extrapolated average brightnesses at zero phase angle are 12.76 ± 0.13 and 13.43 ± 0.15 in the R and V filters assuming no opposition surge. This results in an average V-R colour of 0.67 ± 0.20, which is equivalent to a spectral gradient of 34.28 %/100 nm. Lowry & Fitzsimmons (2001) observed 74P and found that it had a V-R colour of 0.44 ± 0.10, which is not quite as red as suggested by our findings.
Using Eq. (2) and the flux extrapolated back to zero phase in the R-Special filter and the average r and ∆ distances to the comet yields an A f ρ value of 200.8 ± 22.7 cm. This compares to the values of 228.8 ± 11.4 cm and 298.9 ± 11.3 cm measured by Lowry et al. (1999) and Lowry & Fitzsimmons (2001) at a heliocentric distance of 4.2 and 4.6 au. The large amount of activity shown by 74P at heliocentric distances beyond 4 au could suggest that this comet constantly shows signs of activity throughout its orbit. The intensity images for comet 74P are presented in Fig. 7 . No distinct coma structure was found in the processed images indicating no localised activity on the nucleus. Again given the broad wavelength range of the filters used, the coma and tail are mostly representing the dust distribution around the nucleus. Features that could be attributed to gas and plasma are not seen in the images. A dust tail is present throughout the observing period in a westward direction. At the beginning of the observing period this dust tail was also slightly curved towards the south. In late September 2012, and possibly in August 2012, there is a noticeable additional coma extension into the north-western quadrant.
Intensity maps
The Finson-Probstein analysis of the dust tail geometry (Table 4) suggests that there is a coma asymmetry in the northwestern coma section in September 2012 maybe due to dust grains released during the previous two months before the observations and projected into that coma quadrant as seen from Earth. The westward pointing tail at this time consists of very old dust emitted by the nucleus about a year earlier. The old dust overlaps with the more recent grains during the June and July observing epochs forming a brighter and wider slightly curved dust tail as seen in the images.
Colour map
The colour maps produced for comet 74P are shown in Fig. 8 . The blue and red spots exhibited on the nights of 21 June and 24 July 2012 are artificial features caused by a large seeing difference between the V and R images. On the other nights not affected by seeing changes there is no clear evidence of colour variation within the coma or tail region of the comet.
Polarimetric maps
In Fig. 11 we present the polarisation maps for 74P. Since 74P was fainter and exhibited a narrow coma and tail the signal-tonoise ratio is lower than for 152P. Additionally the comet passes close to background stars which makes it difficult to search for features in the coma and tail region especially when the 3×3 box car is applied. The quality of the observations for 74P is lower as our photometric and polarimetric measurements did not always occur on the same night and the presence of background stars changed throughout our polarimetric observations.
On the nights of 26 June, 19 August, and 10 September 2012, the comet passes close to or in front of background stars, which affects our search for structures within the coma and tail of the comet. The least affected nights are the two nights in July 2012. In the P Q maps for the observation on 17 and 24 July 2012 (Fig.  11 ) we see no clear evidence of structure or change in the amount of polarisation across the coma. In the P U maps on both nights there is a small residual polarisation, which, however, shows no definite structure that suggests a jet or an outburst is present. On the night of 16 September 2012 there was a tracking issue that caused the target to drift toward the edge of the strip during the exposures. Nothing clear can be seen on this night, most likely due to the low signal-to-noise ratio from the data.
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Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
Since 67P was only observed in the R filter we were not able to create V-R colour maps. Additionally 67P appeared 2-3 magnitudes fainter than the other comets meaning that the signal-tonoise ratio of the polarimetric measurements was so low that the polarimetric maps generated showed no clear structure.
Aperture photometry
The results for comet 67P are shown in Table 1 . In Fig. 9 we plot the magnitude corrected for the Sun and Earth distances of comet 67P in the R-Special filter as a function of phase angle. In this figure there is no evidence of an opposition surge at small phase angles. We note that the points at phase angles 2.7
• are contaminated by background sources and are ignored. If we extrapolate, the average brightness at zero phase angle is 15.33 ± 0.11 in the R filter.
Using Eq. 2 and the flux extrapolated back to zero phase in the R-Special filter and the average r and ∆ distances to the comet yields an A f ρ value of 18.71 ± 1.80 cm. This compares to the value of ≤ 17.1 cm measured by Lowry et al. (2003) while the comet was at aphelion.
Intensity maps
An intensity image for comet 67P is presented in Fig. 10 ; we only present a single intensity image as all the exposures look quite similar. The coma of 67P does not show any sign of structure. However, we note that the dust coma extends asymmetrically and is larger in the southern direction suggesting ongoing activity in the southern part of the nucleus. There is also a significant but weak ∼25" coma peak in the direction of the Sun. The overall appearance of the coma and tail does not change over the course of our observations. The tail orientation is very constant at position angle ∼296-297
• ; there is a slight trend to lower position angles with time.
Finson Probstein calculations of the dust tail (Table 5) indicate that the material defining the main tail axis appears to be old and may have been produced by the nucleus about 1/2 to 1 year before observation.
Aperture polarimetry of 152P, 74P, and 67P
In Fig. 12 we present the aperture polarimetry for 67P, 74P, and 152P. The solid black line is a best fit representation of previously observed R-band polarimetric data of active comets taken from the polarimetric comet database (Kiselev et al. 2006) . The best fit we used is a trigonometric function that was introduced by (Lumme & Muinonen 1993 ) and outlined by Penttilä et al. (2005) and is defined as
where b, c 1 , c 2 , and α 0 are free parameters. Each of these four parameters has an effect on the shape of the fitted phase curve as stated in Penttilä et al. (2005) . The parameter b is mainly connected to the amplitude of polarisation with a physically acceptable range of values between 0 and 100 if we express the polarisation P(α) in per cent. The parameter α 0 is the inversion angle where negative polarisation turns into positive polarisation. This parameter can range between 0 and 180 • but typically it is less than 30
• . The two powers c 1 and c 2 influence the shape of the phase curve. The parameter c 1 mainly affects the position of the minimum, while c 2 has an influence on the maximum and the asymmetry of the curve. within a phase angle range where well-distributed data points are available.
As we can see from Fig. 12 all three comets show a very similar polarimetric phase relationship. However polarimetric measurements of comet 67P have a large error owing to a poor signal-to-noise ratio, so it is difficult to make any firm conclusions from this data. However both comets 74P and 152P show a slightly different polarimetric behaviour compared to the best fit curve. They both exhibit an excess in negative polarisation at phase angles < 3
• . The deviation from the best fit at the small phase angles for comet 152P corresponds to the data points on the 21 and 23 May 2012, which showed the presence of activity in the colour maps (see Fig. 3 ). We are unable to state the cause for the deviation at small phase angles for comet 74P as we lack both good polarimetric and colour data for these nights, but it is likely due to activity or statistical scatter around the best fit. Also presented in this graph are other JFCs observed in wavelength range that is similar to our observations. These observations are within the error of both our observations and the best fit line. However there are points that deviate from the best fit and this is likely due to the observations being in slightly different wavelengths or at different heliocentric distances. Therefore, when we compare comet polarimetry in broadband filters we must take the values with a pinch of salt as there are many factors that can influence the amount of polarisation measured (gas contamination, outbursts of activity, etc.).
Discussion and conclusions
To investigate whether we see any polarimetric and colour trends along the solar anti-solar direction we have taken scans through the photometric centre of the comets. Since comet 74P has few simultaneous photometric and polarimetric observations and 67P has no colour information, we only carry out this analysis for comet 152P. The scans are presented in Fig. 13 along with a contour plot showing exactly which region of the coma is being scanned.
For 152P we do not see any colour or polarisation trends with cometocentric distance (see Fig. 13 ). For the majority of the observations of 152P we see an average colour ∼ 30-40%/100 nm, while the polarisation although it does vary from epoch to epoch due to changing phase angle remains constant across the coma. We fail to see any trend from blue to red that would suggest the sublimation of water ice in our observations which supports Fig. 13 . Scans of the comet 152P colour, P Q , and P U along the solar anti-solar direction. Positive distance is in the anti-solar direction, and negative distance is in the solar direction. Zero is at the photometric centre of the comet. The upper contour plot shows the intensity of the comet in the photometric images and the lower contour plot shows the photometric intensity of the comet in the polarimetric images; the levels are arbitrary. The small grey shaded area in each contour plot shows the area scanned.
our near-infrared observations where we see no water absorption (Kolokolova et al. 2001 ). The exception is possibly the scan on the 23 May 2012 where we see a change in colour about the photometric centre of the comet; however, we do not see a corresponding trend in polarisation, which instead we expect to see. The reddish colour and the lack of water ice in the coma suggest that the dust is possibly made up of dirty ice or organic particles. Again, if this is the case we do not see any trends that suggest the decomposition or fragmentation of the dust that would show itself as a change in colour from red to blue as the particles get smaller and become more efficient scatterers. The lack of any trends could be a special feature of distant Jupiter family comets. At these large heliocentric distances, sublimation and fragmentation of the dust particles are very slow because the solar radiation is less intense, and this may be the reason why we do not see any gradual cometocentric changes in colour and polarisation. Beer et al. (2006) modelled the lifetime of dust particles at a similar heliocentric distance and found that dirty ice particles live a maximum of 2-3 hours before the ice sublimates. On the other hand, Beer et al. (2006) showed that grains of pure water ice can survive many years before sublimation; however, since the probability of getting pure water ice grains is very small and the fact that we have found no water ice in the near-infrared spectrum suggests that this is not the cause of our lack of variation.
If we consider how the polarisation and colour properties change as a function of phase angle (Fig. 14) we can see two interesting anomalies for comet 152P. The first occurs at the two small phase angles of 2.9
• and 3.4
• where we see both an increase in P Q in absolute terms and an increase in colour. The increase in P Q is the opposite behaviour that we expect to see at Article number, page 15 of 16 A&A proofs: manuscript no. comets5_final_3_corrections_astroph these phase angles, indicating that something unusual happened on this night. The combination of this with an increase in colour suggest that either at the phase angle 2.9
• the comet produced more ice than usual, or that at a phase angle of 3.4
• it produces less ice than usual. The second anomaly occurs at large phase angles between 15 and 24 July 2012 when the colour shows a large decrease. We note that the data point at phase angle 15.4
• has to be ignored as it corresponds to observations taken 3 months earlier, which is why this data point is not connected to the others. The decrease in colour is accompanied by a decrease in absolute terms of Stokes P Q ; however, this decrease in polarisation is expected with the change in phase angle. Since the colour maps for this night are influenced by different seeing conditions we are unable to tell if there is a jet or if an outburst has occurred around the time of observation.
Very little can be said about 74P; the lack of quasisimultaneous colour and polarisation measurements means we cannot draw any firm conclusions. There are two uncharacteristic dips in P Q between 5-7
• and 9-11
• . The first is due to the observations being two months apart and are not a good comparison. However the second dip is a little more interesting as the observations are taken a week apart and clearly something unusual occurred in the coma that has caused an increase of ∼ 0.25 % in absolute terms. This could be caused by smaller particles being emitted from the nucleus or the sublimation of ice (Kolokolova et al. 2001) ; however without colour information we cannot understand which.
Comparing the A f ρ measurements for these three comets at these large heliocentric distances 74P appears to be the most active comet, closely followed by 152P, with 67P showing the least activity. The large difference in the amount of activity shown by 74P and 152P compared to 67P could suggest that 74P and 152P are relative newcomers to the inner solar system and still have a large reservoir of volatiles present on the surface of their nuclei.
